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ACRO Governance Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held on Friday 15th October 2021 in the ACRO Boardroom
and via Microsoft Teams
1.
1.1

Attendance
AC Martin Hewitt (MH)
Richard Croucher (RC)
Donna Jones (DJ)
Robert Price (RP)
C/Supt Tony Rowlinson (TR)
Steve Collins (SC)
Emma Gibbons (EG)
Chris Moffitt (CM)
Deborah Samson (DB)
Lorraine Henderson (LH)
Desmond McKenna (DM)
Helen Nisbet (HN)
Iain Hall (IH)
David Pennant (DP)
Dr Nathan Hall (NH)
Louise Watson (LW)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Nancy Smith (NS)
Tom Mason (TM)
Lisa Stevens (LSt)
Phil Rogers (PR)
Tanya Smith (TS)

1.2

Apologies were received from ACC Pete Ayling, Ian Johnston, Kath Clarke, Roger Trencher
and Robert McMurran.

National Police Chiefs’ Council (Chair)
Hampshire Constabulary
PCC for Hampshire
ACRO
ACRO
International Crime Coordination Centre
Home Office
Home Office
National Crime Agency
Police Scotland
Police Scotland
Scottish Government
Police Service Northern Ireland
Immigration Enforcement
Independent Advisor
Justice Northern Ireland
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO (minute taker)

Action: RP to contact Ian Johnston to confirm if DBS wish to continue with a seat at the
Governance Board.
1.3

MH formally welcomed DJ, NH and RM to their first Governance Board meeting and
thanked them in becoming board members. MH also thanked LH for being a member of
the Governance Board over the last 12 years and wished her well in her new role. Lastly,
IH was also moving to another department within PSNI and MH thanked IH for his time
on the board.

2.
2.1

Minutes and Action log
The Minutes of the meeting held on 13th May were agreed as a true and accurate record.
These will now be published externally.
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2.2

The action log was updated.

3.
3.1

Head of ACRO Update
TR spoke to his presentation which was circulated in advance of the meeting to all
colleagues. In regards to the organisation purpose, a discussion was held as to the
suggestions TR put forward. DJ stated that the second suggestion was the better of the
two as working with international law enforcement was key for ACRO and should be set
out from the beginning as to ACRO’s intention. MH agreed with DJ that option two was
the better and less wordy than the first. Therefore the purpose for ACRO is agreed as
follows ‘To support UK and international law enforcement by processing criminal
records for the purposes of public protection, safeguarding and worldwide community
safety’.

4.
4.1

ACRO Finance Report
SF reported that in the period 1st April to 31st August 2021, ACRO generated an income
of £6,479,849 with expenditure of £6,293,960; giving a surplus for the financial year to
date of £185,889. Total income for the period is £906,947 greater than budgeted. Total
expenditure for the period is £284,945 greater than budgeted.
Closed session
Furthermore a medium term financial strategy has been developed to identify
requirements for investment in the business infrastructure during financial years
2021/22 and 2022/23. This has been achieved through re-assessing ACRO’s strategic
direction and objectives.
The year-end reserve level is forecast to be £4.5m. Of this amount, £1.1m is allocated
for continuation of Op Griffin and ACRO’s business improvement plans in future financial
years. A further £1.5m is set aside to reduce the funding request from forces in 22/23.
This leaves a general reserve of £1.9m for unforeseen costs or reduction in income,
which equates to 11.6% of total annual expenditure.

5.
5.1

Brexit and Joint Operating Model
Home Office Update
Closed Session

5.2

International Crime Coordination Centre (ICCC)
Closed Session

6.
6.1

International Services Portfolio
Royal Cayman Islands Police Service Secondment
RP provided an overview to colleagues as to the activities being carried out by Chief
Superintendent James Fulton who is currently on secondment from Hampshire
Constabulary to the Royal Cayman Islands Police Service. This paper was for colleagues
to note.
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National Services Portfolio
RP stated the 2021/22 financial year applications for all disclosure products are as
follows:
 Police Certificates
47,331
72% YoY
 ICPC
4,844
52% YoY
 Subject Access
12,084
40% YoY
The effects of Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the demand for Police Certificates
however over the last financial year progress has been made as the requirement for
Police Certificates have increased significantly.
There has been a sharp increase in the volume of ASN creations within the department.
This is mainly due to the new contract signed with the Rail Delivery Group (RDG). The
ASN lite process that has been developed for the RDG adds fare evasion offences and
prosecutions to the PNC on behalf of the UK Train Operating Companies (TOC). The
process was previously undertaken by BTP, who are no longer able to provide this
service. Although the team have seen a sharp increase in volume, there is an expectation
that this trend will continue to increase further over the coming months. ACRO are now
processing ASN’s on behalf of 6 TOC’s out of a total of 15. As these agreements are
ratified, ACRO should see incremental increases in ASN input.

8.
8.1

Op Griffin
CB provided an overview as to the newly formed Op Griffin Team. The predominate focus
will be to enhance ACRO’s technology and processes in order to develop better ways of
helping law enforcement agencies and other partners across criminal record
information. The work covered by the team will be organised into ‘sprints’ to enable a
focused and concentrated effort across all work deemed ‘in scope’.

9.
9.1

Intelligence and Operations Portfolio
CB provided the board with an update on intelligence development within her command.
Due to the sensitivities within this portfolio, this update was not minuted.

10.
10.1

Development and Projects Portfolio
TM provided an overview as to how historically the team provided support to business
areas in the implementation of new business, and assisted with changes to technological
capabilities to improve existing workflows. However since the onset of the Coronavirus
pandemic, it became increasingly apparent that ACRO’s financial business model is not
sustainable and is almost completely reliant on the income from Police Certificates and
funding from Police Forces. The pandemic has had a dramatic effect on the revenue
received from Police Certificates, as individuals were unable to travel. This has since seen
a significant recovery but the strategic decision was made to diversify ACRO’s revenue
streams. This has seen the development team split into two distinct areas of focus.
Operation Griffin will focus on technological capability, capacity building and process
reengineering. Development and projects will have a renewed focus on exploiting
ACRO’s commercial capability through the provision of disclosure products to
Government and Non-Government, Quasi-Commercial and Commercial Agencies.
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Closed session
A joint venture with the Home Office, DBS and ACRO has been initiated to create a
bespoke certificate for vulnerable adults mirroring the existing ICPC product. During
these conversations, the DBS have shown an appetite to start progressing a change in
legislation that would allow them to complete checks for UK Nationals and Individuals
who have resided in the UK who are looking to work overseas. This was a key
recommendation from the Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse report and
would ensure a consistent disclosure method or the “Gold Standard” as described in the
report. The International Child Protection Certificate (ICPC) currently serves this gap.
The National Accreditation Team are a national policing unit under Greater Manchester
Police to carry out security checks for large scale events such as the Euro’s and Party
Political Conferences. ACRO are supporting NAT to provide resilience on demand for PNC
name checks. Currently, ACRO have processed in excess of 8000 PNC name checks since
May 2021. The Development team are now seeking to further enhance support by
providing PND checks alongside PNC nominal checks.
11.
11.1

Information Management Portfolio
TR stated that the team have been focussing on integrity auditing which is a requirement
for each computer system by ACRO to ensure that staff are following correct processes
and are using systems for a policing purpose. Following a decision earlier in the year, it
was agreed to reduce the integrity audit checks across the systems to 1% of all
transactions. The team have now cleared the backlogs within this area.

11.2

The audit team has increased in size from 1 to 1.5 FE Audit Officers. This will enable the
team to increase compliance auditing, which ensures that ACRO follows national and
local policy and procedures. ACRO are currently working on an audit schedule, which will
include twelve compliance audits for year one, and eighteen for year two.

11.3

ACRO has assisted Op Geeske with four audits of data recovered to PNC and the manual
recovery of a number of records, this work is now complete.

11.4

Having gone out to consultation for the NPCC review of PNC retention policy the review
team are currently considering the feedback, particularly around the retention of court
convictions and cautions.

12.
12.1

Central Services
Human Resources
NS confirmed that in May 2021, ACRO’s first round of mid-term financial planning took
place which approved a mixture of full time / part time and permanent/temporary posts
all to be advertised. The recruitment campaigns were planned into stages based on
priority and seniority of role and the majority of these are now either recruited to or
have candidates awaiting start dates. In terms of leavers, there are a further 10 staff due
to leave with 4 of these going into Hampshire Constabulary.
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Sickness absence has continued to reduce in the last quarter. Q3 showed the average
days lost per person at 9.0. By the end of Q4 this has reduced to 8.3. The roll out of Covid
vaccines has helped this and the amount of Covid related absence remains low. The top
reason for absence still remains as anxiety/stress.
ACRO’s capability for agile working has been positive in terms of staff wellbeing. The
Senior Management Team have sought ACRO staff feedback on agile working and are in
the process of making an informed decision regarding how it will work in practice at
ACRO.
Health Checks are being organised for staff and will be rolled out over the forthcoming
months. Lastly ACRO will be taking part in the National Inclusion Week with evens
planned to engage with staff.
12.2

Communications
PR informed colleagues that the media interest in FPN’s has reduced considerably and
any issues are flagged through the Gold Group process and the NPCC communications
team.
The Annual Report is being developed with the report being an online version only. This
will feature bite-size web pages outlining key organisational achievements.
The results of a comprehensive internal communications survey have been used to tailor
staff messaging. This includes live Ask The Boss sessions which have given staff a new
forum for discussion their concerns. Furthermore a survey to gauge staff views on agile
working was completed by more than 80% of the workforce. The results, which favoured
a balanced approach to remote working, have been shared with the Senior Management
Team.

12.3

IT
RP confirmed that Hampshire/TVP JICT have now actioned the domain name change to
recognise ACRO as an identity in its own right ready for the national identity
management programme requirement.

13.
13.1

Risk Register
At the time of the meeting ACRO had the following risks identified within the Risk
Register. This was noted by all colleagues.

Risk

Risk Summary
Total
Score

Likelihood

Impact

ICCE44 reopened

4

4

16

ICCE45

3

3

9

IT21

3

4

12
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Likelihood

Impact

Total
Score

IT24

4

4

16

IT27

4

4

16
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14.
14.1

Any Other Business
There was no other business discussed.

15.
15.1

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will take place on Thursday 16th December 10.30am.
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ACRO Governance Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held on Thursday 13th May 2021 via Microsoft Teams
1.
1.1

Attendance
AC Martin Hewitt (MH)
Richard Croucher (RC)
Roger Trencher (RT)
Robert Price (RP)
C/Supt Tony Rowlinson (TR)
ACC Pete Ayling (PA)
Murray Duffin (MD)
Emma Gibbons (EG)
Kath Clarke (KC)
Mike Bolderson (MB)
Lorraine Henderson (LH)
Helen Nisbet (HN)
David Pennant (DP)
Louise Cooper (LC)
Ian Johnston (IJ)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Nancy Smith (NS)
Lucy Saunders (LS)
Lisa Stevens (LSt)
Phil Rogers (PR)
Tanya Smith (TS)

1.2

Apologies were received from James Payne, Robert McMurran and Dr Nathan Hall.

2.
2.1

Minutes and Action log
The Minutes of the meeting held on 16th February were agreed as a true and accurate
record. These will now be published externally.

2.2

The action log was updated.

3.
3.1

ACRO Finance Report
SF reported that in the period 1st April to 31st March 2021, ACRO generated an income
of £15,496,277 with expenditure of £13,515,216; giving a surplus for the financial year
to date of £1,981,061.

National Police Chiefs’ Council (Chair)
Hampshire Constabulary
Hampshire Constabulary
ACRO
ACRO
International Crime Coordination Centre
International Crime Coordination Centre
Home Office
National Crime Agency
National Crime Agency
Police Scotland
Scottish Government
Immigration Enforcement
Justice Northern Ireland
DBS
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO
ACRO (minute taker)

Closed session
Total expenditure for the period is £1,471,353 less than budgeted. In particular,
employee costs are £2,141,459 less than budgeted.
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Savings of £108,499 in travel costs are a direct impact of the pandemic. It is anticipated
that whilst some travel will resume, with the new technologies & working practices
embraced during the pandemic there will a significant reduction in travel compared to
pre-pandemic times.
The year-end reserve level is £5,579,578 including the £1m surety still owed to the PCC
for Hampshire. As agreed at the last Governance Board £1m of the £2m surety has been
repaid and the financial position will be reviewed again at the half year point to consider
the repayment of the remaining £1m.
Closed session
4.
4.1

Eu-Exit and Joint Operating Model
Home Office Update
EG introduced herself as the new Head of the International Law Enforcement
Cooperation Unit (ILEC). EG provided a brief resume of Home Office activities to
colleagues but due to the sensitivities surrounding this work, this was not minuted.

4.2

International Crime Coordination Centre (ICCC)
PA introduced himself as the new Head of the ICCC taking over from Richard Martin.
There are currently 706 members on the knowledge hub with training being provided to
100,000 front line police offices. The team are continuing to look for opportunities as to
how they can assist law enforcement on the front line and PA will keep board members
updated in this endeavour.

4.3

Joint Operating Model Update
Closed session

5.
5.1

International Services Portfolio
Closed session

6.
6.1

National Services Portfolio
TR stated the 2020/21 financial year applications for all disclosure products are as
follows:
 Police Certificates
27,539
-25% YoY
 ICPC
2,942
-35%
 Subject Access
2,346
-18%
The effects of Covid-19 has had a significant impact on the demand for Police
Certificates. The majority of applications that have been received are in relation to visa
renewals.
ACRO have received confirmation from Smaller Earth (the UK subsidiary of Camp
America) that they are significantly scaling back their footprint in the UK with around
50% of their UK workforce being made redundant. Camp America accounts for 35% of
total ICPC applications and this could have a significant impact well into 2021.
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Closed session
Demand for #NE checks dropped markedly in the first quarter however this recovered
in Q2 and Q3 and has seen a significant upturn in Q4. The Children & Family Court
Advisory Support Service (CAFCASS) are now regularly using ACRO services for checks.
This was initially established for resilience purposes but the standard of service has
meant that ACRO are now a key element to their process.
7.
7.1

Intelligence and Operations Portfolio
CB provided the board with an update on intelligence development within her command.
Due to the sensitivities within this portfolio, this update was not minuted.

8.
8.1

Development and Projects Portfolio
CB informed colleagues that the Development Team continue to act in the capacity of
policy and process development lead for all of the Covid-19 FPN work undertaken by
ACRO. The team is leading on delivering a bespoke database to support continuation of
this work in the longer term.
Work is progressing with DBS colleagues to explore how ACRO international criminal
conviction checks can be utilised better within the Disclosure & Barring Service. This
continues as a piece of collaborative work between the Home Office, DBS and ACRO.
ACRO are in the process of completing a Priority Country Review for 2021-2022. Once
the data is compiled this will be shared with the Home Office International Criminality
Unit and plans will progress to develop criminal record exchange with those countries
identified as a priority.
The team is driving new business ventures, with potential income of around £1.4m
across several agencies at various levels of development. There is will be a need to
balance new business with resource demand very carefully during the coming financial
year however the commitment to protect the public continues to be at the front & centre
of all ACRO does.
ACRO have been part of a Home Office workshop centred around the development of
exchange of criminal records information with Pakistan. Work continues to progress in
this area and colleagues from the Joint International Policing Hub (JIPH) are also now
involved.
Closed session

9.
9.1

Information Management Portfolio
KP stated that in the main, Public Access operates as BAU with the exception of FOI
requests were there has been an increase resulting from FPN’s. In Q4 20/21 43 FOI were
received, 35 relating to FPN’s. This compares to 46 received during the whole of the
previous year.
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In Q4 20/21, 270 data breaches were recorded; this was an increase of 1% on the
previous quarter. Two of these resulted in referrals to the Information Commissioners
Office (ICO) fortunately the outcomes were no further action.
ACRO is assisting the NPCC with auditing the live proving of PNC following a recent data
loss. Some additional work has been requested which will need to be resourced with
overtime so that ACRO BAU is not impacted.
10.
10.1

Central Services
Human Resources
NS confirmed that ACRO’s recruitment freeze was lifted in January 2021 and ACRO HR
have recommenced external recruitment. With the introduction of the FPN project,
ACRO HR have employed 30 agency staff on casual contracts. In terms of leavers, there
are a further 8 leavers in the pipeline. ACRO’s cumulative turnover has dropped by 0.61%
in the last year and this reduces further to a 1.2% decrease in attrition when excluding
agency staff.
Sickness absence has continued to reduce since the end of Q1 and it is expected that as
Covid-19 vaccines are rolled out and the restrictions are lifted they will continue to
decrease. The top reason for absence remains as anxiety/stress.
ACRO’s capability for agile working has been positive in terms of staff wellbeing. Post
Covid-19 it is likely that some partial home working will continue.
Wellbeing plans in 2021 for staff include virtual mental health workshops and CPD for all
Line Managers to help them understand the impact Covid may have had in their teams.

10.2

Communications
PR informed colleagues that there continues to be steady interest from the media in
FPNs. ACRO’s core lines to take are kept up-to-date and any developing issues are flagged
through the NPCC communications team and the gold group process. ACRO’s role in
relation to the processing of payments continues to be made clear. A comprehensive set
of FAQs has been put together and added to the website. This aims to reduce pressure
on the customer-focused teams at this time of high demand. The FAQs are updated to
reflect any changes of process.
Various internal communications channels, including the CEO and Head of ACRO
updates, are used to reassure staff and ensure they are aware of the latest Covid-19
guidance and regulations. Recent communications have included arrangements for
lateral flow testing at ACRO and the availability of vaccinations for all our staff.
The Communications Team continues to work on a refresh of ACRO’s marketing
materials for ICPCs, which are being repositioned as a product for those working with
children in the aid sector overseas. This initially involves renewing existing content and
ensuring that all branding remains relevant to the aid sector. The team are also working
with the Council of British International Schools to renew the existing communications
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plan and marketing efforts targeting those who require ICPCs to work in schools and
summer camps.
10.3

IT
TR confirmed that Windows 10 is now BAU within ACRO and fewer issues are being
reported. Hampshire/TVP JICT will now be rolling out the next stage of O365. Work to
assess ACRO’s requirements to bring the IT management and technical side back under
Hampshire/TVP JICT has been completed and is being worked through with JICT to
ensure compliance with the National Programmes of Work.

11.
11.1

Risk Register
At the time of the meeting ACRO had the following risks identified within the Risk
Register. This was noted by all colleagues.

Risk

Likelihood

Risk Summary
Total
Impact
Risk
Score

ICCE44 reopened

5

4

20

IT21

4

4

16

IT24

Likelihood

Impact

Total
Score

4

4

16

12.
12.1

Any Other Business
There was no other business discussed.

13.
13.1

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will take place on Wednesday 8th September 2021 at 1100hrs.
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ACRO Governance Board Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 16th February 2021 via Microsoft Teams
1.
1.1

Attendance
AC Martin Hewitt (MH)
Kate Boynton (KB)
Robert Price (RP)
C/Supt Tony Rowlinson (TR)
David Pennant (DP)
Paula Pinches (PP)
Steve Collins (SC)
Lorraine Henderson (LH)
Helen Nisbet (HN)
Louise Cooper (LC)
James Payne (JP)
Iain Hall (IH)
Susan Francis (SF)
Chloe Bowler (CB)
Tanya Smith (TS)

1.2

Apologies were received from Nikita Cannon, Kath Clarke, Robert McMurran, Ian
Johnston and ACC Peter Ayling.

2.
2.1

Minutes and Action log
The Minutes of the meeting held on 9th December 2020 were agreed as a true and
accurate record. These will now be published externally.

2.2

The action log was updated.

3.
3.1

Head of ACRO Update
TR introduced himself as the new Head of ACRO and gave a brief resume of his work
undertaken in Hampshire Constabulary prior to joining ACRO. TR is settling in well whilst
learning all the different strands of ACRO and is keen to speak to all key players ACRO
liaises with.

4.
4.1

ACRO Finance Report
SF thanked the board for their support over the last year in assisting ACRO in their
financial conundrums. SF reported that in the period 1st April to 31st December 2020,
ACRO generated an income of £9,673,900 with expenditure of £8,786,948; giving a
surplus for the financial year to date of £886,952. Total income for the period is
£1,126,747 less than budgeted with income from Police Certificates 32% below budget
and 21% down on last year. All police forces have been invoiced and have paid a
contribution of the £2.8k towards the 2020/21 costs.
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The income includes the £1.38m received under the Government income loss recovery
scheme and represents a proportion of the lost income from Police Certificates and Non
Police Agency work due to the pandemic for the period April to July 2020.
Total expenditure for the period is £2,495,965 less than budgeted. In particular,
employee costs are £1,693,385 less than budgeted and savings of £101k in supplies and
services for costs such as postage, printing supplies, certificate paper and Worldpay
charges relate directly to the reduced demand earlier in the year for police certificates.
The volume of Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN’s) continues to increase and this work is being
resources primarily by additional temporary staff and overtime. This allows ACRO staff
to focus on core business activities, which are now nearing pre-Covid levels. The cost to
ACRO to develop, process and report on FPN’s for the period 1st April – 31st December
2020 was £1m. A funding offer from the Home Office, amounting to 80% of staffing costs
and 100% consumable costs. To date this would be £816k. ACRO would therefore need
to absorb the difference of the £183k.
In terms of the forecast position for the current financial year, the total income is
anticipated to be £14.3m, against a total income budget of £14.8m, the total expenditure
is forecast to be £13.4m, saving 10% against budget of £15m. The cost of developing and
processing Covid-19 FPN’s is likely to circa £1.7m by the end of the financial year.
The year-end reserve level is projected to be £5,423,378, which includes the £2m surety
credit that ACRO drew down. In view of the funding received under the ‘Income loss
recovery scheme’, ACRO are now in a position to repay part of the surety and there is a
proposal to pay back £1m to the OPCC. JP stated this option was discussed with ACRO
prior to the meeting and the OPCC would be pleased to receive back the £1m to add to
back in to the surety. JP wished to formally thank SF and the ACRO Finance Team for the
excellent work they have provided over the last year on ACRO’s finances. MH echoed
these sentiments. All colleagues agreed with the recommendation of returning £1m and
thanked the PCC for the loan of the original £2m surety.
In January 2021, Chiefs Constable’s Council approved ACRO’s funding request of £3.5m
for 2021/22. A negotiated outcome has been reached in relation to the EU Exit. All ACRO
staff currently allocated to EU Exit work will be stood down or revert to substantive posts
by 31st March 2021. There will be no funding available for EU Exit t activities in 2021/22.
If any EU Exit work is required in the next financial year, this will need to be supported
from existing resources.
5.
5.1

EU Exit
Home Office Update
No update was provided on this occasion.

5.2

International Crime Coordination Centre (ICCC)
SC confirmed that following RM’s retirement, ACC Peter Ayling has been appointed as
the new NPCC portfolio holder for EU Exit and International Criminality. The impacts of
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EU Exit are still unknown however generally work is busy for the ICCC team. There has
been a significant rise (20%) in phone calls for support. Whilst face to face training is
unable to go ahead, the team have been utilising Zoom. There have been an 84%
increase in Q3 for training which equates to around 6,500 people. The Operational
guidance is being used widely by forces and in the first 12 days of January alone, there
was under 600 separate pieces of guidance downloaded by forces. This is reassuring and
shows forces know where to go to get the guidance they need. The International Policing
App has been released and 34 forces have access to the app to date, work is progressing
with the remaining forces.
5.3

Joint Operating Model Update
Closed session

6.
6.1

International Services Portfolio
Closed session

6.2

Closed session

6.3

Closed session

7.
7.1

National Services Portfolio
TR stated the 2020/21 financial year applications for all disclosure products up to and
including 31st December 2020 are as follows:
 Police Certificates
71,280
-32% YoY
 ICPC
6,343
-28%
 Subject Access
22,044
-24%
 Unit total
99,667
-30%

7.2

TR stated that in April the difference year on year so April 2019 to April 2020 was -61%
due to the pandemic, however in December the figure was down to -12% which shows
there is a steady recovery in demand across the financial year. The majority

7.3

As part of ACRO’s delivery in Project Soteria there is now a phase of publicising the ICPC
product which in turn could bring greater volumes of ICPC’s to be processed.

7.4

The demand for #NE checks rallied in the second and third quarters of this year.
November and December figures were boosted by the bulk bi-annual restricted checks
and service provision for the Children’s and Family Court Advisory and Support Services
(CAFCASS).

7.5

A new piece of business has begun with The Rail Delivery Group (RDG) who are a
membership body paid for by UK Train Operating Companies (TOC). The TOC will
prosecute fare evasion and the offence is required to be added to the PNC by the court
for this process. ACRO are currently working through a contract to provide services for
the wider RDG. This will provide a National Framework for TOC’s to proceed
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prosecutions for offences on the railway network, there is a potential annual income of
around £390k.
7.6

ACRO continue their fundamental influence to the delivery of the enforcement element
of the COVID 19 response on behalf of all 45 Police Forces nationally (England and
Wales). Over the last week, the FPN team have logged 8,000 fines which is a huge
increase on previous figures. ACRO Development and NPCC are collaboratively working
towards the provision of a secondary Single Justice Procedure process (SJP) to be
imminently implemented for post No 1 regulations from the 4th July 2020. This will not
bring significant process changes for Home Office Forces however, ACRO will continue
SJP file support for Ministry of Defence and British Transport Police whilst assisting
Forces further more in their prosecutions of breaches in relation to Coronavirus
regulations.

7.7

There is still a desire to collaborate with an external IT company to secure a database
which will be utilised for all FPN work completed by ACRO. This will service all areas of
processing undertaken at ACRO creating data efficiencies and data governance. This
ongoing piece of work is on track with further citations made at pace to compliment the
changes experienced by parliament.

8.
8.1

Intelligence and Operations Portfolio
CB provided the board with an update on intelligence development within her
command. Due to the sensitivities within this portfolio, this update was not minuted.

9.
9.1

Development and Projects Portfolio
Closed session

10.
10.1

Information Management Portfolio
TR confirmed that in 2020, a total of 2,233 applications for record deletion have been
received for the calendar year. 1,716 of these have been sent to forces for review and
1139 decisions have been processed by Public Access so far.

10.2

In 2020, 923 data breaches were recorded; this equates to 0.1% of 733,814 data
transactions. Five of these resulted in referrals to the Information Commissioners Office
(ICO). To date all ACRO cases reviewed by the ICO have resulted in no further action.
ACRO have a strong relationship with the ICO and a continual improvement plan is in
place for Data Breaches.

10.3

A discussion has taken place with the Home Office PND Innovation Team. They are
scoping whether the current arrangement for ACRO processing subject access requests
(SAR) on behalf of police forces for the Police National Computer (PNC) could be
expanded to include the Police National Database (PND) were LEDS to replace PND.
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Central Services
Human Resources
TR stated the income from police certificates has predominantly stabilised, it has been
agreed that external recruitment can now recommence. All requests for recruitment are
ratified at monthly Establishment meetings to ensure that staffing levels can continue to
be closely scrutinised. In terms of leavers, there are a further 7 leavers in the pipeline,
of these 4 are going to other roles in Hampshire Constabulary, 2 are agency workers
leaving and 1 is becoming self-employed. It is anticipated that bulk recruitment roles in
force will continue to impact on ACRO’s workforce numbers in 2021.
Sickness absence has reduced since the end of both Q1 and Q2, although this may
increase over the coming months as Covid -19 continues to take hold. In particular, the
average days lost per person is reducing steadily. The top reason for absence remains as
‘Anxiety/Stress’ which is believed to be Covid related. Long term sickness is decreasing
gradually – it was high (4%) in April 2020. In December it stands at 1.89%. Although long
term sickness cases have reduced to 2 at the end of Q3, both cases (and previous cases
that have returned to work in December 2020) have been off for a significant amount of
time, hence the % of long term absence in hours shows a slight increase.
ACRO’s wellbeing plans for 2021 will focus on staff mental health, with planned virtual
mental health workshops provided by Solent Mind. Further focus on what the AWIN
group can do to further support our staff during the pandemic will be progressed. There
will be some focus around DSE with reminders and practical tips on how to work safely
from home.

11.2

Communications
The team have been liaising with the NPCC and ICCC in relation to the comms planning
for the EU Exit and preparing a Q&A briefing. ACRO staff have been regularly updated
with internal blogs to keep them up to date on the developments of the EU Exit.
TR is keen for the new Communications Manager to develop the marketability of ACRO
to give more external confidence. This will be worked on over the forthcoming months.

11.3

IT
TR stated that work is continuing to bring the ongoing maintenance of the hardware
platform for ACRO back into Hampshire/TVP JICT support. This has now been actioned
for the VMware Server Licencing. This will also ensure compliance with the National
Programmes of work, which is essential as ACRO sits on the Hampshire/TVP JICT
networks. Furthermore there is future appetite being scoped for the use of robotics in
ACRO and some of the processes which are undertaken. MH asked RP to link in with IB
from Police ICT to which RP confirmed discussions have taken place already with IB.
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Risk Register
At the time of the meeting ACRO had the following risks identified within the Risk
Register. This was noted by all colleagues.
Risk Summary
Likelihood

Impact

Total
Score

ICCE44 reopened

5

4

20

IT21

4

4

16

Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Total
Score

IT24

4

4

16

IT25

2

5

10

Risk

13.
13.1

Any Other Business
MH thanked ACRO for all their national assistance to the Covid-19 pandemic which was
appreciated by nationwide colleagues.

14.
14.1

Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will take place on Thursday 13th May 2021 at 1100hrs.
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